Directions to Global Student Success, 101 Belvidere Street, Boston, MA 02115

101 Belvidere is located at the Christian Science Center Plaza, in the Colonnade Building, the low building which runs along the side of the reflecting pool. It’s marked as “Global Student Success” in the diagram below.

From Northeastern University Main Campus:

Follow Huntington Avenue north to Mass. Ave. (Symphony Hall intersection). Cross Mass. Ave. and take a left just before the reflecting pool. Cross over to the Colonnade Building. The entrance to 101 Belvidere is about one-third of the way down on your left.

By Public Transportation - MBTA:

By Subway
Green Line – Take the Green line to Prudential or Symphony Stations (Heath Street "E" Train). From Prudential Station cross Belvidere Street to Christian Science Plaza. From Symphony station Christian Science Plaza is on Massachusetts Ave, north on your right.

Orange Line – Mass. Ave. Station – Take a left onto Mass. Ave. going toward Symphony Hall. Cross over Huntington Avenue and take a right along Huntington. Take a left just before the reflecting pool. Cross over to the low Colonnade Building. The entrance to 101 Belvidere is about one-third of the way down on your left.

By Bus
Take Harvard/Holyoke Gate – Dudley Station, Bus Number "1". It stops on Massachusetts Avenue at Clearway Street, adjacent to the Christian Science Plaza.